P7A LearningTimetable
19th March – 29th March 2018

Read
I can apply multiple skills to
understand a single text
 Answer range of
differentiated questions about
a text
I apply skills in comprehension to
decode questions across the
curriculum
 Answer a range of non-routine
maths and numeracy questions

Numeracy and
Maths
I can handle different types of
data
 Extract data required
 Compare and use data to
produce required answer
I can calculate perimeter and area
of polygons, triangles and compound
shapes
 Identify when to add or
multiply length and breadth
 Calculate area of different
shapes within a compound
shape to calculate overall
area
I can answer NRQ’s

identify key words
 Identify steps needed
 use written workings when
needed to track my thinking

Write

Listen and Talk

I can use a range of figurative
language





Identify the function of
similes, metaphors,
personification and
hyperbole
Create my own sentences
using these techniques
Use these skills to create a
poem about spring

I can share, listen and build
on others ideas
 Discuss thoughts
and ideas on RME –
inspiring people
 Work
collaboratively to
create a design
proposal for the
new Danderhall
community space

Topic
I can use skills from across the
curriculum to find out more about the
Titanic







Factual research and retrieval of
information
Data handling
Listening and talking to share
information
Explore the experiences of
passengers and crew aboard the
Titanic
Present facts in various ways –
timeline, news article, poster

Health and
Wellbeing
I improve my stamina in
physical exercise
 Sustain activity for
longer periods
 Further develop
efficiency in
movement
Build awareness of how we
develop as we grow
 Sex Ed lessons

Art
I can respond to the work of an artist
 Reflect features of Charles Rennie MacIntosh to create my own
design for a functional piece of furniture for the Titanic

Notes/Events
P7 CAMP MEETING – As per letter sent out previously, there is a parents meeting at Woodburn Primary School
on Tuesday 20th March at 6pm to share information about camp. This is for parents only and we look forward to
seeing you there, Many Thanks.
Homework:
Personal project: Titanic – pupils can choose between creating a presentation on Titanic (powerpoint, Sway – all on Glow)
or doing a drawing/building a model of a cabin within Titanic
Reading: Reading group books
Spelling: LCWC spelling words 3 times in jotter and 1 OTHER spelling activity (e.g. rainbow or pyramid words).
Numeracy: revision work set weekly

